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2. Methodology 

Following Ghysels, Gourieroux, Jasiak (1998), I applied a two state 

Markov chain to both returns and volume series, transiting quantitative numbers 

of the original data into qualitative index, 0 and 1. The qualitative index is 

defined as followed: 
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Z and Y denote for the qualitative index of returns and volume, respectively. c 

represents for the threshold set to define the returns and volume series; Pt denotes 

the price at time t, vt represents the volume observed at time t. After dichotomize 

both price and volume data into 0 and 1 series, the series can be seen as Markov 

chains. The transition is to simplify the data to only two kinds of returns- high or 

low return, and only two kinds of trading volume, big or small volume trading. 

 

After knowing how to transfer the original data into qualitative index, there 

are three steps to reveal the relations between returns and volume. The three steps 

are as followed: first step is the univariate analysis for fixed price and volume 

threshold; second part is the correlation analysis and state selection for return 

series, the third step is the causality analysis and state selection for volume series. 

 

In the first step of univariate analysis for fixed price and volume threshold, 

we will distinguish the original return and volume data into qualitative data by 

setting the threshold for price and volume at a fixed level, then find out the long 

run equilibrium probability (m) and the adjustment speed ( ) by running the 
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following regressions:  

tztzzt mZmZ    )ˆ(ˆ
1    ……(3) 

tYtyYt mYmY    )ˆ(ˆ
1    ……(4) 

the estimator of m̂  is the expectation of Zt (Yt), which is the marginal 

probability of state 1. The coefficient  is interpreted as the adjustment speed. 

Then I ran the same regressions with hourly interval data, to observe the hourly 

pattern of the day. 

 

In second step of correlation analysis and state selection for return series, I 

try to find out the most suitable threshold to break the quantitative return series 

into qualitative series by examining its first order autocorrelation. Therefore I plot 

four ACF panels, each applies different criterion to the return series, then plot the 

graph of the first order autocorrelation of the return series, to find out the most 

adequate threshold for the return series. For the four ACF panels, the first one 

would be the original quantitative data of return series, the following three panels 

are all qualitative return series, with thresholds of sample mean, which is close to 

zero, the 10
th

 and the 95
th

 percentile, respectively. Next I plot the return series 

autocorrelation of the first order, with threshold varying from 10
th

 to 90
th

 

percentile. 

 

The last step is to test the causality of returns and volumes, both 

unidirectional and instantaneous, with original data and qualitative data. Then 

find out the optimal volume threshold at which the unidirectional return and 

volume causality has the most significant effect. The process is described as 

followed. First, I ran regressions to test the unidirectional causality, and 
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instantaneous causality with quantitative data to see if the causal relation exists 

between original quantitative data. The regression equations and their null 

hypotheses are: 

H0: 011    (The absence of linear unidirectional causality of returns on 

lagged returns and volume.) 

11111   ttt vrcr     ……(5) 

H0: 022    (The absence of linear unidirectional causality of volume on 

lagged returns and volume.) 

12122   ttt vrcv     ……(6) 

H0: 0343   (The absence of linear instantaneous causality of volume on 

returns and past volume and returns.) 

131433   tttt vrrcv     ……(7) 

rt denotes the return at time t, and vt denotes for the volume traded at time t. 

 

Second, I ran the other three similar regressions with qualitative returns and 

volume series to study the causal relation of the dichotomized return and volume 

series. The thresholds are set at zero and the sample mean for returns and volume, 

respectively. The null hypotheses and the accordingly regression equations are 

shown below:  

 011|11|1

0   YZH (Noncausality from Z to Y) 

tttttt uZYZYY ,11111|111|111|11       ……(8) 

 

 011|11|1

0   ZYH (Noncausality from Y to Z) 

tttttt uZYZYZ ,11111|111|111|11       ……(9) 
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 011111111

0   YZH  (Instantaneous noncausality between Y and Z) 

111111111   tttttt YZZYZY   

tttttttt vZYZZYZZ ,1111111111111       ……(10) 

The lack of a linear relation of Yt with Zt, or to interactions of order two, or of order 

three between the variables might cause to reject the third null hypothesis. 

 

In the equations above, Zt and Yt represent the qualitative index with zero 

and sample mean thresholds at trading time t for returns and volumes, 

respectively. Next, I plot the figure with different volume threshold varying from 

10
th

 to 90
th

 percentile in the x axis, and in the y axis, is the F-value of the 

unidirectional regression, both price to volume and volume to price. Under 

different thresholds given in the x axis, F-statistics vary. At the biggest value of 

F-statistics, the magnitude of the causal relation from price to volume or volume 

to price reaches its maximum, therefore, the threshold given at the point is the 

optimal threshold to distinguish volume series. 

 


